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The country awakens with Samurdhi pride

BELOVED VENDORS ALL OVER THE COUNTRY
Stalls are free with consultation and loans

In line with the Samurdhi Movement, a leading 
organizational structure for poverty alleviation in Sri 

Lanka, there are now many opportunities for 
professionals and manufacturers who have 

obtained relief, counseling, and credit facilities 
to properly establish their work. The steps 
taken by the Department of Samurdhi 
Development to motivate Samurdhi recipients 
to emerge as rural entrepreneurs by achieving 
these objectives have been able to be put into 
action on a practical level during the New Year 
festive season. Accordingly, it is planned to 
hold trade fairs in each Grama Niladhari 
Division of the island for two selected days 
within six (6) days.
The market for the sale of products is being 
created under the name of 'Beloved Vendors ' 
associated with Samurdhi Banks all over the 
country. The Department of Samurdhi 
Development has already taken several steps 
to benefit the entrepreneurs who are 
empowered among the Samurdhi recipients. 
What makes it special is that no professional 
or businessman spends any money to access 
these 'Beloved Vendors'. Accordingly, the 
specialty of this market is to allow all the 
entrepreneurs to get all the stalls for free.
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The Samurdhi program is an island-wide network of organizations 
that aims to develop Sri Lanka's household economic strength, 

Samurdhi Bank Greater Association 
General Assembly convenes 

for the third time
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...Proseperity to be Rained...

Wish you a prosperous festival of sun ..!

Lets plough our own land
Lets plant with our own 

hands
Lets be risen with our 

strength
Be renewed in our own



I want you to know
something I'm trying to hide
the way that I love you
is stuck bottled up inside.

I want to tell you
exactly how I feel
and that my feelings
are completely real.

I want to tell you
that I truly do
love you with all that I am
this is the truth.

I hide this feeling
only because I know
you don't feel the same
and I can't let you go.

I don't tell you this
for many reasons
but mainly because
my friendship with you
is too important
to ruin by three words.
I love you!

Hidden Love

Alexus Brinkley

kodigaha@samurdhiepaper.lk

I`m different,
I`ve always been different!
Never fitting in,
Or having any friends.
They call me “The Nerd,”
But I`ve gotten used to it.
But, that don`t mean it doesn`t hurt.
I`m always the odd one out,
Cast aside in my times of need,
Not treated like a human-being!
Shunned, Picked on, and lonely,
That`s me! But hopefully some day,
Someday SOON….
I`ll be accepted for BEING MYSELF!!

Be Yourself

Please send your
thoughts and creations

 relevant to the picture to us.

0112 873 802editor@samurdhiepaper.lk

Samurdhi Media Division. 
4th Floor, Sethsiripaya, Baththaramulla
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We are on the verge of another  Festival of Sun dedicated to 
illuminating the way of life by following and respecting the 
traditional customs of Sri Lanka. It is not possible to say when 
this great festival of the sun began in this human civilization, 
but it is safe to say that if this great festival, which is celebrated 
every year at an auspicious time. Such a nation set an 
example to the rest of the world by preparing for the great 
feast of its culture, listening to the sun, the moon and the 
stars, and paying homage to all living and inanimate objects 
on earth.
With the hopes of living not only one hundred and twenty 

years of life, but two hundred and twenty years, the customs 
were established for a healthy future in a rich and prosperous 
future. From time immemorial, there has been much talk in 
the eyes of a nation that has lived without touching the 
outlying islands, quenching hunger with what it has earned 
from its surroundings, and eating non-toxic food and drink. 
Among them, the most important topic during this great 
festival season is the talk of a healthy diet.

In the midst of all this, there is a lot of skepticism, fear, slander, 
and accusation about the essentials in the smallest meal and 
food that are important for the many functions of the Great Sun 
Festival. The unfortunate thing is that no one asks questions to 
clarify who ‘led our noble nation’s livelihood to such a dark 
place’.
It has to thoroughly analyze why such a beautiful land which 

process everything is lamenting with complaints of no sun, no 
rain, no time to rain, no place to cultivate, no place to cultivate, 
no place to grow, no place to grow, no place to grow, no place 
to grow This festival of the sun should be interpreted as inheriting 
the country to the next generation. This will only happen if the 
legacy of the previous times, who lived a healthy life without a 
dependent mindset and without touching others, is 
re-established on this land. Only if the day dawns when our 
people, as a nation decades ago, are integrated and united.
This prosperity can only come to the country and it is the rural 

economy that protects it. Its pillars are the rural masses. We have 
a strong mechanism to manage that generation properly. It is 
interpreted as the Samurdhi movement. Proper empowerment of 
the target groups carried out by the Samurdhi movement is a 
program that can bring us closer to the achievements we have 
achieved as a nation in the past. In this, the mentality of 
preserving our identity, cultivating our culture, and acting in 
accordance with the Hela customs and traditions is developed. 
Therefore, a self-sufficient lifestyle will be established in which we 
can produce a non-toxic diet ourselves. This is also the good 
news that can be given to the country which is preparing for the 
Great Sun Festival this year. Let's commit to that.

Let's Appreciate Transforming Cradle Swinging Hands to 
Entrepreneurs, Winning the World of Tomorrow ..!
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Interventions in the community level are considered as the most 
direct solutions to the persistent problems of poverty, hence 
interventions at the community level are strongly recommended as 
itemized below.

• Home based work similar to hand loom industries or cottage 
industries are proposed as it requires meager amount that can be 
easily generated by the poor people and that will lead to the 
improvement of their environment. • The regulations for the wage 
particularly minimum level of wage as well as security of the jobs are 
required to ensure that poor people are sufficiently protected from 
job dismissals. • Soft loan for business is suggested for the earning 

opportunities of the poor. • Training and finance for small business 
similar to tailors, shops, and informal businesses are proposed. This 
will create the income earning among the poor people along with 
improving their living environment. • It is required to increase the 
number of informal education that will create the awareness and 
skill among the poor people. Due to skill development, the needy 
people will get the job easily; on the contrary, awareness will help 
them to improve their environment. • It is recommended to enhance 
number of primary schools and providing financial support like 
scholarship to those poor children who could easily access the 
education in order to improve the nexus.

• Creation of rural agro-based income generation schemes is 
recommended. Without control of rural urban migration, reduction 
of urban poverty will be quite impossible.

This is also required to reduce the incident of rural to urban 
migration. It is expected to lead towards the reduction of urban 
poverty along with improvement of their environment. • Since 

garment industry provides major contributions to the National 
GDP of Bangladesh, therefore, it is suggested to build garment 
factories in the regional levels that will significantly reduce the 
poverty in the areas and will improve the environment as people 
income will be increased. The increase of income will impede the 

• Increasing national budget on urban poverty alleviation along 
with improving their local environment is strongly recommended. • 
A separate division / department regarding poverty alleviation or the 
like should be introduced. • The assessment and monitoring of the 

activities related to poverty reduction or alleviation must also be 
integrated into the national policies. This step will ensure well 
coordination and proper implementation of various efforts on 
poverty alleviation.

obtained relief, counseling, and 
credit facilities to properly 

eradicate poverty, and 
strengthen a community free of 
dependency mentality and 
establish self-reliance. It has 
also established a banking 
network to transform financial 
literacy into a program that 
further promotes participation 
in the rural economy. Instead of 
eradicating poverty, the 
Samurdhi movement, which 
had been used for narrow 
political interests for many 
years, was mobilizing more and 
more people. The Samurdhi 
Community Based Network 
Network has now become a 
strong unit throughout the 
country, giving the group 
financial literacy and the 
financial strength to stand on its 
own two feet.
The Samurdhi Bank 

Association has taken many 
successful steps to strengthen 
the relationship between these 
community-based Samurdhi 
Bank societies and island-wide 
Samurdhi Banks.
The Annual General Meeting 

of the Samurdhi Bank 

Association was held on 08th 
April 2021 at Apegama 
Premises, Battaramulla. 
Presidents of Samurdhi Bank 
Associations representing all 
districts of the country were 
present at the occasion. This 
was the third general meeting of 
the Samurdhi Bank. The last 
meeting of the Samurdhi Bank 
General Assembly was held on 
February 27, 2020.
The composition and 

administrative structure of the 
Samurdhi Community Based 
Banking Association has been 
determined by the Extraordinary 
Gazette Notification dated 
07.03.2017, to coordinate 
Samurdhi Community Based 
Organizations, to promote a 
network of practical Samurdhi 
Community Based Banking 
Societies, to make the financial 
market more efficient. Providing 
technical guidance to Samurdhi 
Community Based Banks and 
Samurdhi Community Based 
Bank Societies, Motivating 
Samurdhi Beneficiaries to 
Involve Samurdhi Policy Funds 
and Samurdhi Funds, Samurdhi 
Funds, Samurdhi Funds, 
Samurdhi Funds, Samurdhi 
Funds Its objectives are to 

introduce and implement 
enterprises that promote the 
creation of enterprises through 
the ion energy of Samurdhi 
beneficiaries.
The welcome address was 

delivered by the present 
Chairman Piyadasa 
Kanakaratne at the Third 
General Meeting held this year. 
He represented the Galle 
District in the Southern Province 
and was elected President of the 
General Assembly for the 
second term. On this occasion, 
the secretary of the greater 
Samurdhi association Densil 
Fernando,  the Director of the 
Micro Finance Division of the 
Samurdhi Development 
Department S. A. The. P. 
Wickramasinghe, Deputy 
Director, Community Based 
Organizations Division. R. D. 
The. Anurawansa, Former 
Assistant Governor of the 
Central Bank of Sri Lanka. M. 
Mr. Karunaratne and many 
other officials were present.

establish their work. The steps 
taken by the Department of 
Samurdhi Development to 
motivate Samurdhi recipients to 
emerge as rural entrepreneurs 
by achieving these objectives 
have been able to be put into 
action on a practical level 
during the New Year festive 
season. Accordingly, it is 
planned to hold trade fairs in 
each Grama Niladhari Division 
of the island for two selected 
days within six (6) days.
The market for the sale of 
products is being created under 
the name of 'Beloved Vendors ' 
associated with Samurdhi Banks 
all over the country. The 
Department of Samurdhi 
Development has already taken 
several steps to benefit the 
entrepreneurs who are 
empowered among the 
Samurdhi recipients. What 
makes it special is that no 
professional or businessman 
spends any money to access 
these 'Beloved Vendors'. 
Accordingly, the specialty of this 
market is to allow all the 
entrepreneurs to get all the stalls 
for free.
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Winners of the Samurdhi Housing Lottery February 2021
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Providing free electricity under the  Dayata Eliya National Electricity Program 
or 178 low-income families in Padaviya Divisional  Secretariat  who lived in 
darkness without electricity 

T. M. D. Obeysekera - Samurdhi Communicator, Padaviya

Folk sports introductory program jointly organized by the Cultural Division 
and the Social Development Division of the Pannala Divisional Secretariat 
Division with the participation of the children of the Hunuwla Samurdhi 
Children's Club

 Naula contributes to the selection of 25,000 income earning young women 
entrepreneurs for island-wide outlets in line with Saubhagya's vision.

By the Ministry and the Department of Samurdhi 
Development.  Deyata Eliya program according to the Vistas 
of prosperity policy statement to provide electricity to all 
began.  Inauguration of Welimada Electorate at Welimada 
Gemini Hall

Deyata Eliya 2021 Gampola Electorate Inauguration Ceremony 
at Gampola National Heritage Center

Handing over of the house built for Mrs. R . M. Anulawathie Menike,  a 
resident of Kajuwatta, Ihala Koswatta Division, Bingiriya Divisional Secretariat 
Division, under the Special Housing Development Program 

R. A. Wasantha Ravichandra - Samurdhi Communicator, Pannala

W.G. Madduma Bandara - Samurdhi Communicator, Naula

Manjula Saminda Kumarage - Samurdhi Communicator, Welimada

Doluwa Samurdhi Communicator - Anoma Damayanthi

AM Sarath Kumara - Samurdhi Communicator, Bingiriya
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Members of the "Diriya Matha" account intro-
duced by the Samurdhi Bank to pay tribute to you 
women who are carrying forward their duties and 
responsibilities as mothers and daughters in the 
family, society and motherland, shedding tears for 
the future of their family, society and the country, 
and moving forward in the midst of hardships 
and obstacles. A special privilege.

Get a Diriya Matha Deposit Lottery 
Card now and win valuable prizes.

If you have not yet opened a Samurdhi 
Bank Diriya Matha account, this is the best 
time to do so.
For more convenience, go to the nearest 
Samurdhi Bank in Your village Samurdhi Bank has always 

been the leader in the field 
of microfinance

This great 
opportunity is 
only available 
from March 08 

to May 31, 
2021
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MATALE

D LAKSHMAN SISIRA KUMARA
W G P Walakumbura
W.Jewarani Kusumlatha
E.M.I.G.A.BANDARA EKANAYAKA
R.D.S.L.Wijedasa
S K R  SENAWIRATHNA
H.M.G.DUMINDA SAMPATH
R M RAMBANDA
D.G.Kusumawathi
I G  chandrawathi
m a sureka dilhani

8490
41649

192447
429213
458015
493509
500486
510255
632332
768054
790461

NAULA
MATALE
DAMBULLA
LAGGALA
PALLEPOLA
YATAWATTA
UKUWELA
VOLGAMUWA
AMBANGANGAKORALAYA
RATHTHOTA
GALEWELA

AMPARA

Mrs M.B. Samsunnisa
Mr A M Sarath Saman Kumara
SRIYANI KULASOORIYA
M A Dilan Madhushanka
H K P Dayawathi
K.PUSPALATHA PERERA
K.Erajeswary
P. Thangamani
TF. Thafreena Jannath
A.M.MALLIKA
A.AJJI MOHAMED
 AB.AFEELA
MJ.MUJEEBA
MB. UMMU JAMELA
S.SUNTHARAJA
W  KARUNAPALA
AL.ALIYAR
Aarumugam Santhirakumari
A.Habitha Umma
THAMBIPPILLAI JENITHRANI

45564
55841
141470
192169
263469
295065
302913
339911
351295
353865
423481
445680
517277
519641
522942
538769
602781
698220
754789
778996

ADDALACHENA
MAHAOYA
UHANA
DEHIATTAKANDIYA
DAMANA
AMPARA
KARTHIV
NAVIDANWELI
SAINDAMARUDU
PADIYATALAWA
IRAKKAMAM
AKKARAPATTU
KALMUNAI(MUSLIM)
NINTAVUR
TIRUKKOWIL
LAHUGALA
SAMANTHURAI
KALMUNAI(TAMIL)
POTHUWIL
ALAYADIWEMBU

ANURADHAPURA

B.M.BALAMANIKE
T SIRIYANTHI KUMARI
DARSANEE CHARIKA DHARMA-
RATHNA
K M Rajitha Jeewan Bandara
T G THILAKARATHNA
M.PEMASIRI
K D  Gunawardana
B. SIRIWARDANA
A P NALINDA GUNATILAKA
ADAMBAWA SITHTHI PATHUM-
MA
J.H.M. PUNCHI BANDA.
C P PERERA
Wattea Heanayalage Saima
G.R.K.SENEVIRATHNA
R.M.J.Rammayalatha
A JUNIDEEN
A  HINMANIKA
S.KUSUMA
D KUSUMALATHA
D.M Kanthi Sagarika
MRS  H  M  KUSUMAWATHI 
K.WICKCKRAMALATHA

28703
32765
54756
77182
136005
160415
209806
222368
251635
260979
272776
320387
420342
453291
502692
577528
585491
595671
725458
769036
794990
800318

Palagala
Rambewa
Ipologama
Wilachchiya
Kebithigollawa
Padawiya
Nochchiyagama
Galenbindunuwewa
Tambuttegama
Nuwaragampalatha Eas
Palugaswewa
Nachchaduwa
Tirappane
Nuwaragampalatha Cen
Medawachchiya
Rajanganaya
Galnewa
Kahatagasdigiliya
Kakirawa
Talawa
Mihintale
Horowpathana

BADULLA

R.M.DHANAPALA
D.M.Leelawathi
M.K.SISILHAMI
P.M.SUDUMANIKA
D.M.Premawathi
R.M.Jayathissa
R.M.M.Dayaweyhi
MR D.G. PUNCHIBANDA
K. Suma?i
K.D.Bandula Rajeeiv Kumara 
D.M.KIRIBANADA
D.M.LOKUMENIKA
E.M.Premarathne
D.M ABEKOON, 
K. SUBRAMANIYAM

45561
100884
157467
198241
247111
286645
395194
414504
460455
496802
556176
635869
648088
716201
768572

UVA PARANAGAMA
PASSARA
WELIMADA
RIDEEMALIYADDA
BADULLA
BANDARAWELA
HALIELA
MAHIYANGANA
HALDUMMULLA
SORANATOTA
LUNUGALA
KANDEKETIYA
ELLA
MEEGAHAKIULA
HAPUTALE

COLOMBO

AMITHA MALLAWARACHCHI
Padmini Fernando
Subodi himi W.
MRS R RUWANI PRASANGANI
R  RAJAN
Mrs  W S A  Chandrawathie
B.A. Perera
K.D.WILSON
WASANTHI FERNANDO
Alangaram Deltasareen
A.ABRAHAMSINGHNANO
H G  Dilisha Priyadarshani
S  BALAKRISHNAN

235346
275056
283960
297860
342242
370783
448354
500854
535008
708233
725004
740796
764586

RATHMALANA
DEHIWALA
THIMBIRIGASYAYA
SRIJAYAWARDHANAPURA
HANWELLA
PADUKKA
KADUWELA
KESBEWA
MORATUWA
COLOMBO
HOMAGAMA
MAHARAGAMA
KOLONNAWA

GALLE

B  H  A  Nirosha
P A WIMALADASA
MR T G SUGATHADASA
O K D ARIYAWATHI
M.E.SUGATH CHANDANA
T H Dilip Thilakarathna
A.D.S. KUSUMSEELI
K B CHAMINDA SAMPATH
WICKRAMAHEWAGE SIEISENA
B  T    Martin
Thangawelu Chandrakala
V  K  Sumanawathi
MRS G H D SISILIHAMI
H H Thilaka Damayanthi
Chamari Ponnamperuma
Miss Yasawathi Paranawithana
Mr Marius Barnad
D. KARUNAWATHI PERERA
E  M  PEMAWATHI

38876
40331
61942
129223
140054
167863
410533
428900
459779
464102
505057
507727
574731
606081
610680
670286
675389
705291
772190

NIYAGAMA
HIKKADUWA
BOPEPODDALA
BENTOTA
HABARADUWA
AMBALANGODA
KADAWATHSATHARA
WELIVITIYA DIVITHURA
NAGODA
GONAPEENUWALA
YAKKALAMULLA
IMADUWA
THAWALAMA
KARANDENIYA
BADDEGAMA
AKMEEMANA
ELPITIYA
BALAPITIYA
NELUWA

BATTICALOA

Lokenthiran Vijayakanth
Eesa lebba fasmiya
THAMBIMUTHTU KANDASAMY
 Puvanenthiran Vijitha
AS.SAREENA
V.IRASAKUMARI
Lingeswary - Sounthararajah
 MUTHUVEL NAGARAJAH
MOHAMED  KANI  RUFINA
A.L.ABULHASAN
MAJILVAKANAM AMIRTHAVALLI
 SELLAIYA KONESH
MMS.UMMA
KANAGARETNAM KANTHASAMY

34120
44286
71684
154230
209122
313273
353159
436901
456793
573819
615163
621777
781696
783356

KORALAIPATTU NORTH
KORALAIPATTU WEST 
ERAVUR PATTU
MANMUNAI SOUTH & ERAVUR 
PATTU
ERAVUR TOWN
MULMUNAI NORTH
PORATHIVUPATTU
KORALEPATTU SOUTH
KORALEPATTU CENTRAL
MANMUNAIPATTU
MANMUNAI SOUTH WEST 
MANMUNAI WEST
KATTANKUDY
KORALAIPATTU

GAMPAHA

N A LASAANTHI SHIROMALA
W.A.DORIN PERERA
George Marvin Perera
T MERI MAGRET
L R RECHAL PEIRIS FERNANDUS
R.K.UPUL KITHSIRI
IYRIN PREMALATHA
R P  SUNIL
D.H. Nalani
K KANTHI DE SILVA
H.K.karunathelaka
A  A  S?mavati
W P PATHMASIRI

36775
216083
300886
350754
357524
383989
407391
433534
486535
509365
515536
708093
749448

MAHARA
WATTALA
JA-ELA
NEGAMBO
KATANA
MINUWANGODA
KELANIYA
DIVULAPITIYA
MEERIGAMA
DOMPE
GAMPAHA
BIYAGAMA
ATTANAGALLA

KILINOCHCHI

Vijayarasa Mekala
Uthajakumar Nakaranchini
Sasikumar Santhi
Suppiramaniyam Selvamani

274425
585608
642114
737368

POONAAGI
KANDAWALARI
KARACHCHI
PACHCHILAPALLI

HAMBANTOTA

A.ARIYATHILAKA
H G GUNAWATHIE
Me.M.K.Gunasena
W.L.A.CHAMINDA
A.S. Pema Kumara
K MALANI
W L P DUNESH
Mr W K Sirisena
P G Sarath Kumara
WILSON WEERASEKARA
B WASANTHI
L.P.Sumana Indrani

22747
34543
199750
335620
500388
551659
575781
612479
620559
628080
748625
781025

BELIATTA
WEERAKETIYA
KATUWANA
LUNUGAMWEHERA
ANGUNAKILAPELESSA
WALASMULLA
HAMBANTOTA
AMBALANTOTA
THISSAMAHARAMAYA
OKEWELA
THANGALLA
SOORIWEWA

KALUTARA

T.A.ARIYAWATHI
k a chandrawathi
 Henearachchige Premawathi
M.H.Sunil
L.JILSAN SILVA
H  Riyansi Senadeera 
S   RAMU 
Mr  Edirisinghe Patabadige Gamini
Wiyanduwa Kankanange Wayalat
Y.D.SUNIL SHANTHA
 U.NANDA NALANI FERNANDO
MANEL PRIYADARSHNI
Siwalingam Manoraja
A P HETTIARCHCHI

53423
54880
61833
220866
259437
284123
318941
458546
504571
514551
530591
588250
660773
793689

HORANA
INGIRIYA
DODANGODA
BULATHSINGHALA
PANADURA
MADURAWELA
MATHUGAMA
AGALAWATTA
KALUTARA
WALALLAWITA
BERUWELA
PALINDANUWARA
MILLANIYA
BANDARAGAMA

KANDY

DANIYEL SINGO SELWADORE
K G PREMAWATHI
Mr  M  Husedin
A A SAHUL  HAMEED
V H S LaXmi Withana
D K Suwarnalatha
A SEELAWATHI EDIRISINGHA
S. Suppaiya
K P G Nihal Wickramasingha
MR K G LAYANAL RANASINGHE
S A Thuha Umma
A G Saman Kumarasiri
K.B.G.SAMARAWEERA
I L Samsudeen
M K Nihar
G M G M SULEIMAN
D M Wijethunga
D G Yasanayaka
S G WIJITHA
G.K. DAYAWATHI

81381
100246
149054
183369
243985
274026
302429
344472
411856
542577
555484
562812
609368
649269
689527
707141
721349
727611
787297
788514

PATHHEWAHETA
KUNDASALE
GANGAWATAKORALE
DELTOTA
THUMPANE
YATINUWARA
MEDADUMBARA
PASBAGEKORALE
UDAPALATHA
PATHADUMBARA
AKURANA
UDUNUWARA
HATARALIYADDA
POOJAPITIYA
HARISPATTUWA
MINIPE
PANVILA
DOLUWA
GANGAIHALA KORALE
UDADUMBARA

KEGALLE

H K LILAWATHI
H.Sirsneris
W A Premawathi
P G R CHAMINDA BANDARA
K A Kusumawathi
U K A Nihal Kumara
M.P. Themis 
G.G. WIJETHUNGA MENIKE
R C SAMANTHA NILMINI
K V MALLIKA PATHMINI
K.G.ranjani

64088
78590
115179
311721
467806
530452
586754
636160
657302
774090
803006

GALIGAMUWA
MAWANELLA
YATIYANYOTA
ARANAYAKA
BULATHKOHUPITIYA
KEGALLA
WARAKAPOLA
RAMBUKKANA
DEHIOWITA
RUWANWELLA
DERANIYAGALA

KURUNEGALA

MR  K D P  PADMAKUMARA
W E M  CHANDANI MALLIKA
W M GUNATHILKA
H R PODI MENIKA
W.P. SUNIL ABESINHA
S P D RUWAN INDUNIL
W P  SHILPA
R.UPALI LAKSMAN KUMARASINGHA
D M NEELAMMA
Y L  ABDUL SALAM
 A.H.M. DINADASA.
S P I R DISANAYAKA
M P NIMAL GUNATHILAKA
H SUMITH ARUNA KUMARA
K N PERIS
T  G  R  MANGALIKA 
E M PADMALATHA
B.M.LILAWATHI
A.P.DINGIRIMAHATHTHAYA
E.P. JAYASEENA
K NIMAL JAYARATHNA
H M DANAPALA
J G KUSUMAWATHI
W.H DARMASIRI
D SURESH KUMARA
R A PUNCHINONA
P.H. SIRIL PATHMASIRI
S NILANTHI MANGALIKA
R M SHRIMATHI MALLIKA
S  ABUTHALIBU

35617
44925
61622
107028
110507
143441
152528
162781
216639
276032
306855
317857
318412
323485
332803
341039
455781
497690
584956
598866
665683
669998
693992
696877
702334
713134
748960
771588
774726
804507

KURUNEGALA
EHATUWEWA
KOBEYGANE
GANEWATTA
MAWATHAGAMA
PANDUWASNUWARA EAST
NIKAWERATIYA
MALLAWAPITIYA
POLPITHIGAMA
GIRIBAWA
RASNAYAKAPURA
PANDUWASNUWARA 
WEST
IBBAGAMUWA
GALGAMUWA
BAMMUNAKOTUWA
RIDEEGAMA
WARIYAPOLA
POLGAHAWELA
NARAMMALA
KULIYAPITIYA EAST
BINGIRIYA
AMBANPOLA
MAHAWA
MASPOTHA
WEERAMBUGEDARA
ALAWWA
KOTAWEHERA
KULIYAPITIYA WEST
PANNALA
UDUBADDAWA

JAFFNA

NAGALINGAM KIRUBAKARAN
Velautham Kamalanathan
MR SINNADDY YOKANANTHAN
Gnanappirakasam Jesuthasan
PUSHPARASA KARUNAGARAN
SELATHURI-RAVICHSANTHIRAN
 Sivapatham Langeshwaran
Sivasubramaniyam Kunaseelan
SATHEES  CONFUSIYAS ANILA VICTORIA
KURUSUMUTHTHU REXJEYARAJAH
Ponnuthurai Kanesu
 Soosaimikkel Josep Fernando
 Savirimuththu Vethanayagam
JESURASA VIMALATHAS
Kathiresu Sritharan

8186
57941
66378
211430
288385
306730
419154
480802
550700
564686
649957
669840
695896
756686
777937

CHANKANAI
TELLIPPALAI
VDUVIL
DELFT
NALLUR
KOPAY
KARAVEDDY
SANDILIPAY
JAFFNA
MARUTHANKERNY
KARAINAGAR
POINTPEDURU
KAYTS
VELANAI
CHAVA

MATARA

Mrs W Gunawathi
RATHNAM RAMUMARIYAR
 RAMANAYAKA PREMADASA 
M SOMAWATHIE
L  A  KARUNAWATHI
J.B.A. Ransi
J.L.SUNANDA
m.m.chandima sewwandi
J.W.LAKMAN HARSHCHANDRA
K K  Sumudu Udara
P L  Vineitha
PEMATHILAKA RUPASINHA
P.Ananda
MRS W V HINNIHAMI
K A Kularathna
A W CHANDRAWATHI

28139
100939
168574
193548
221472
293878
303850
380854
404043
429044
446952
494770
542901
688984
709829
744858

KAMBURUPITIYA
AKURESSA
WELIPITIYA
KIRINDA
HAKMANA
DEVENUWARA
PITABEDDARA
DIKWELLA
MULATIYANA
MATARA
KOTAPOLA
THIHAGODA
PASGODA
ATHURALIYA
WELIGAMA
MALIMBADA

MONARAGALA

M A  Gannapala
D M Karunapala
W.M.Mangalika Damayanthi
W M Somaratna
S.M.SAMEERA
D M ANULAWATHI
K M Ukkumenika
W.M.ABERATHNA
G G  ABERATHNA MENIKE
H  M  WIJERATHNA BANDA
S S SIRISANA

65482
134190
503955
529288
550490
559582
595290
661159
687289
722131
784163

SIYAMBALANDUWA
MONARAGALA
SEVANAGALA
BADALKUMBURA
KATARAGAMA
MEDAGAMA
MADULLA
BUTTALA
THANMALWILA
BIBILA
WELLAWAYA

NUWARA ELIYA

R G R M Dayarathne
L.G.RAM BANDA
S.G.Kiribanda  
R.K.DAYAWATHY
N.K.LALITHA ROHINI

79840
406358
439028
570208
794027

HANGURANKETHA
NUWARAELIYA
KOTMALE
WALAPANE
AMBAGAMUWA

POLONNARUWA

Sampath Jeewan Nawarathna
K DILANI RUPIKA
P G MADARA SANDUPAMA
S R JAYALATH MENIKE
D M T S DISANAYAKA
G H  NANDAWATHI
L.L.INDRANI

12907
154227
307002
406656
486670
668189
757820

HINGURAKGODA
DIMBULAGALA
THAMANKADUWA
MEDIRIGIRIYA
LANKAPURA
ELAHERA
WELIKANDA

PUTTALAM

R DANAPALA
M J MANEL THURAM
M VIJAYASINHA KARUNAVATHI
k I S RASEEDA
W.D.SUMINDA CHANCHALA 
SEYNUL ABDEEN
W.P.J.MERI THERESA
M WINIFREIDA 
J A CHANDRALATHA
H.A.SUNETHRA
M.ANUSA SHIROMI FERNANDO
D.M.SELAWATHI
R M AMARAWATHI PERERA
M N NIMANTHI
K G SAMANTHA BANDARA
W  A SOMAVATHI

17199
99318

144234
147070
307358
324167
366213
420214
434477
446366
470173
550696
580424
635676
652055
734604

PALLAMA
KALPITIYA
HALAWATHA
PUTLAM
MAHAKUMBUKKADAWELA
MUNDALAMA
MAHAWEWA
ARACHCHIKATTUWA
KARUWALAGASWEWA
DANKOTUWA
WENNAPPUWA
NAWAGATTEGAMA
ANAMADUWA
WANATAWILLUWA
MADAMPE
NATTANDIYA

RATNAPURA

Waithlingam Sagunthala
MRS . S . M . HEENMANIKE
K.W.I.S.kumara
H.M.D.K. HEMARATHNA
K.E.N.SOMASIRI
MR T M SAIMAN
MR J A SIRISENA
 K. PUNCHI NONA 
REV  H  DHAMMASIDDHI
mr harishchandra silwa
I.P.G.Aruna.
  M.  G. KUSUMAWATHEE
J.P.Karunarathna
B.M.WEERARATHNA
S.ARIYAWATHEE
S H  Siyara Bibi
MRS H D CHANDRAWATHI

80592
80903
98649

120744
122161
129579
140325
142915
168703
197373
221323
312270
344727
440270
551579
592969
671881

KAHAWATTA
OPANAYAKA
KOLONNA
EMBILIPITIYA
NIVITHIGALA
KALAWANA
KIRIELLA
GODAKAWELA
PELMADULLA
AYAGAMA
EHILIYAGODA
KURUWITA
WELIGEPOLA
IMBULPE
ELAPATHA
RATHNAPURA
BALANAGODA

TRINCOMALEE

T Luxsana
G AMARAWATHI
J.G.CHARITH LAKMAL
S.JARINA
Samala Sewwanthi Prenande
VAIRAMUTHTHU SANTHINI
Nalani Hewa witharana
Rasamuhammadu Subair
A.J.Arina
S M Vasantha Prabath
A.A.S.Hidaya

27591
40305
74513

225336
228485
450506
516118
521787
546905
554256
686350

THAMBALAGAMUWA
GOMARANKADAWALA
PADAVI SRIPURA
KINNIYA
NAGARA/KADAWATHSATAR
WERUGAL
SERUVILA
MUTHOOR
KUCHCHAWELI
MORAWEWA
KANTALE

VAVUNIYA

Saheedu Muhammathu Hanfas
K.Thavarasa
R.Aisabebe
Tikiribandaghe Leelawathy

117620
282956
596241
607109

VENGALA VETTIKULEM
VAVNIYAWA NORTH
VAVNIYAWA
VAVNIYAWA SOUTH

MANNAR

Arulkumaran Varonika
Mohamed Hanifa Jailathumma
Sokkaiya Ganeshamoorthi
A.THALAKESHVARI
S.Quentas Lembert

179137
349235
404070
413800
789115

MANTHAI WEST
MUSALAI
MADHU
MANNAR TOWN
NANADDAN

MULLATHIVU

Nagarasa Iyar Nadarasakurukkal
W.D.RANI
Kanthaiyah   Nanthakumar
Raku-Tharsiny
Karthigesu Srikanthan
Iyavu Manokaran

48893
385708
445045
507110
631815
750894

MARITIMEPATTU
WELIOYA
MANTHAI EAST
PUHUKKUDIYIRUPPU
THUNUKKAI
ODDUSUDAN
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Everyone works hard to make 
a living. There is no difference 
between a farm laborer and a 
white-collar worker in an 
institution. The responsibilities 
assigned to them also vary from 
job to job, and the allowances 
and benefits for the labor 
expended on them may vary.

However, any person can 
achieve all these and expect a 
good income. When the 
monthly income is not enough to 
support one's family, the 
alternatives to "living" are 
different.

R. A. Nishantha a resident of 
the Thilakapura Grama 
Niladhari Division in the 
Ambalangoda Divisional 
Secretariat Division in the Galle 
District. was one such young 
man who devoted his labor to a 
shop to make a living, but his 
income was not enough to 
support five members of his 
family. When he talked to a 
relative about the new idea, he 
had the background to enter the 
yogurt industry.

Having some experience and 
equipment, Nishantha was able 
to get the biggest support from 
him to start his new business, as 
his cousin had already started 
the business and had left the 
industry. The first 50-100 sizes 
of yogurt were produced using 
the requested equipment and 
launched in 2012 under the 
name "Lipton Yogurt".

While yogurt products with 
popular names are common in 
the market, it is difficult to get a 
market opportunity for a brand 
new yogurt. He has worked hard 
to make his product available at 
a lower price than the price of 
such yogurts on the market. The 
Lipton Yogurt business was 
started in 2013 and registered 
as a business. Samanthi 
Upeksha Kulasekara and his 
wife have been very supportive 
in doing all this.

The yogurt business, which 
started in 2012 with a 
production of only 100 a day, 
has now grown into four types of 
milk yogurt, jelly yogurt, drink 
packets, and bottled milk. The 
market has expanded to 
produce around 3000-4000 
milk yogurts, about 750 jelly 
yogurts, 3750 packets of drinks, 

and 200 bottles of milk per day. 
The 100 yogurt products were 
then distributed to around 10 
shops and now are sold not only 
in areas such as Ambalangoda, 
Baddegama, Mapalagama, 
Hikkaduwa, Wanduramba, 
Elpitiya, scattered throughout 
the Galle District, but also in 
areas such as Beruwala in the 
Kalutara District.

Nishantha and Samanthi live 
in the same house with their 
parents and their daughter and 
it is their responsibility to do all 
the parenting. Samanthi's 
mother and father receive 
Samurdhi assistance and his 
father was a cattle rancher. 
There were about 25 dairy cows 
at that time and the cattle had to 
be sold due to the age of the 
father. Despite their income, the 
Samurdhi assistance has played 
a vital role in this family unit. As 
a result, the yoghurt business, 
which was started with great 
difficulty, needed to be 
improved, but in the face of 
emerging problems, they did not 
have the working capital to use it 
to increase production capacity.

He obtained a loan of Rs. 
100,000 / - from his mother 
from the Thilakapura Samurdhi 
Bank and used the money to 
develop the business 
accordingly. With that money, 
they were able to buy a Pfizer 
and gradually make more 
products. At present, he has 
obtained a loan of Rs. 500,000 
/ - from Samurdhi Bank and has 
invested in his business and is 
running the business successfully 
making a significant profit. 
Nishantha, Samurdhi 
Development Officer, 
Thilakapura Division, Bank 
Manager, Samurdhi Project 
Assistant Project Manager, 
Ambalangoda Division. He was 
overjoyed to say that providing 
the necessary guidance was the 
backbone of this success.

Initially, the motorcycle was 
transported to the shops in the 
area, but as the daily production 
increased, it became difficult. 
Today it distributes products in its 
own two lorries to stores in the 
aforementioned areas.

The Lipton Yogurt business, 
which has been around for eight 
years, now employs seven 
people, apart from the two 
owners. The specialty is to create 
employment opportunities for 
07 low-income earners in this 
area, including two Samurdhi 
recipients, to support their 
"families". That's where their 
happiness lies. Samanthi said 
with her eyes, not with her 
mouth, that she had brought her 
business to the point where she 
could support not only my family 
but seven other families.

Even more difficult than 
starting and developing a 
business is to keep the progress 
you have made. When asked 
about the measures taken for 
that, he said, "I was the first to 
follow the method of giving 01 
for free if you take 03." Clearly, 
that marketing ploy paves the 
way for market success.

Unlike a regular food product, 
yoghurt production requires 
packaging, , transportation, etc. 
As such, they have overcome 
that challenge and their next 
dream is to move the business to 
a dedicated building. Although 
they have land for this purpose, 
they do not have the money to 
build a building at once, so they 
hope to get a loan under the 
Samurdhi program to make that 
dream a reality. Tilakapura 
Samurdhi Bank is ready to fulfill 
the expectations of the Samurdhi 
Banks' low-interest rate active 
loan program in line with the 
Prosperity Vision Program.

The business of using the 
existing residence and the 
adjoining temporary building 
should be relocated to another 

building as soon as possible as 
there is not enough space 
available to store the existing 
machinery, equipment, and 
products. They will take a loan 
of Rs. 1 million from the 
Samurdhi Bank as soon as the 
loan is being repaid and will 
start the process tomorrow. Mr. 
Buddhika, Samurdhi Project 
Assistant of the Division said that 
the Thilakapura Samurdhi Bank 
will provide bank loans to the 
beneficiaries who are 
controlling dairy farming in the 
surrounding divisions and 
develop dairy farming projects 
and implement a program to 
provide their milk to this place. 
Nishantha is ready to buy any 
quantity of milk he can bring 
and at present he is procuring 
the required raw material and 
other necessities from Colombo, 
Kandy and Galle areas.

Lipton Yogurt will take another 
step forward tomorrow by 
marketing its products healthily, 
providing employment 
opportunities to others, rising 
voluntarily without any debt to 
the homeland. The Samurdhi 
program also seems to be a 
giant shadow, giving them 
encouragement. Nishantha and 
Samanthi, who have bought a 
car for their family's use today, 
will no doubt work for the future 
of not only their children but 
also the future of their children 
in many other families in the 
area. Samurdhi Jayatamba 
brings blessings from the 
bottom of our hearts as we look 
forward to a 'smiling 
motherland' tomorrow.

Lipton Yoghurt
Breathes life to Many



Colloquy
Handicrafts have a special 

place among the local 
industries in Sri Lanka. Local 
industries have a long history. 
Kuveni proves that handicrafts 
existed in Sri Lanka even 
before the Vijayawatarana, 
which provides written 
evidence. It is said that when 
Ven. Sangamitta Thera arrived 
in Sri Lanka, many artisans 
were belonging to the 18 
castes who came with him. The 
field of handicrafts with such a 
long history now belongs to the 
National Crafts Council. This 
institution, which has made an 
indelible mark on the Sri 
Lankan name at home and 
abroad by honing the various 
talents of the artisans, has 
embarked on a journey of 
making a significant 
contribution to the national 
development of the country by 
participating in the Samurdhi 
Development Department's 
2021 Budget Proposals for a 
Comprehensive Housing 
Economy and the 
Empowerment of Associated 
Villages program. Accordingly, 
Ms. Chandramali Liyanage, 
Director of the National Crafts 
Council is coming to you today. 
We bring to your attention her 
essential views regarding this 
joint program.
What is the establishment of 

the National Crafts Council 
and its current authorship?
This institution was 

established by the National 
Crafts Council and its affiliates 
Act No. 25 of 1982 to make 
the main institution the 
National Crafts Council and 
other institutions affiliated to it. 
At present, it belongs to the 
State Ministry of Cane, Brass, 
Clay, Furniture, and Rural 
Industrial Promotion. This Act 
may be referred to as the Act 
for the establishment of 
National Crafts Councils, 
Crafts Councils, Handicrafts 
Boards, and National Design 
Centers to promote 
handicrafts and improve their 
quality. Also, holding 
exhibitions at home and 
abroad using the powers of 
this Act to improve the quality 
of raw materials and finished 

goods. Awarding of prize 
medals and scholarships, 
financial assistance, training of 
artisans, the welfare of 
artisans, international 
exchange programs, holding 
of international level 
workshops, seminars and 
conferences. Dissemination of 
knowledge, protection of 
handicrafts of traditional and 
cultural value, and 
establishment of craft 
museums and studios for this 
purpose. All this is done for the 
betterment of the craftsmen. 
Due to the recent Covid 19 
situation in the world as well as 
in our country, the activism of 
all these has come to a 
standstill. However, we now 
have plans to reactivate all of 
this properly.
What are the courses offered 

by your institute for the 
betterment of the craftsmen?
A wide range of courses is 

currently being implemented 
across a wide range of fields. 
These include fancy goods, 
toys, canes, bamboo, twigs, 
traditional art, reeds, flax, 
hedgehogs, palm leaf 
products, as well as mats, 
masks, wood carvings, 
coconut carving, lace weaving, 
sewing, Laksha. Industry, 
Palmairah Fans (Vatapath) 
Industries are examples. Also, 
a number of industries and 
products are now active in a 
wide range of other sectors.
What is your opinion about 

the Samurdhi program?
The Samurdhi program, 

which was launched a few 
decades ago to eradicate 
poverty in the country, is now a 
massive program with over a 
thousand microfinance bank 
branches. As a 
state-sponsored program, its 
effectiveness is at a very high 
level and this program has 
directly contributed to bringing 
the value of poverty in our 
country to a very low level. The 
Samurdhi program will be 
able to contribute to faster 
development if it continues to 
function efficiently in the 
future.
What are the benefits of 

your merging with the 
Samurdhi program?
Our company has a large 

number of branches and 
branches spread all over the 
country. Samurdhi recipients in 
the above industries and those 
in other handicrafts can 
increase their income level by 
directing their quality products 
to these outlets. Also, due to 
the high demand for batik, 

rattan, and pottery products 
these days and there is a 
ministry in this regard, it is 
possible to produce and sell 
products very efficiently. Also, 
the support of our staff 
throughout the island can be 
obtained at any time for the 
betterment of the Samurdhi 
program. At present we are 
holding a sales exhibition 
called Shilpa Thursday at the 
Diyatha Uyana premises every 
Thursday to sell the products of 
the handicraftsmen. We can 
also facilitate Samurdhi 
recipients to come forward 
and sell their creations. As 
local and foreign tourists visit 
this exhibition, goods are sold 
at high prices. This will be a 
new experience for Samurdhi 
recipients as well as a way to 
boost their economy.
Another aspect is the raw 

material cultivation program. 
We are ready to provide the 
necessary facilities to the 
Samurdhi recipients who 
cultivate the products required 
for handicrafts and to 
purchase the raw materials for 
our centers. It is a solution to 
the shortage of raw materials 
as well as an additional source 
of income.
We will also be able to 

generate local and foreign 
employment opportunities by 
training at our training centers 
established throughout the 
island. Through them, they can 
contribute to the development 
of selected villages and 
develop those villages.
Especially the support of local 

and foreign tourists is also 
available for this. Also, we are 
very willing to give our fullest 
support whenever the support 
of our institution is required for 
the Samurdhi program.
What is your special 

message to Samurdhi officers 
and beneficiaries?

A map of handicraft villages 
in our country has been 
prepared. It is designed to 
provide an understanding of 
the handicrafts of the island. 
Anyone interested in local 
products can gain an 
understanding of handicrafts 
by using this. The map clearly 
shows the various handicraft 
trades and the island-wide 
network of outlets. Therefore, 
we request you to study this 
and obtain the necessary 
support. It is possible to hand 
this over to a Samurdhi society 
and take care of it and pay 
them a fair price for it. Many of 
our programs operate as 
welfare programs. Therefore, 
the money goes to the 
beneficiary himself.
Also, Samurdhi recipients and 

children can contact us in the 
future with the NVQ 
certification system provided 
by our institute. Also to focus 
on E-Marketing to distribute 
these local products in the 
future
I would like to inform all 

Samurdhi officers, Samurdhi 
recipients, low-income 
earners, and low-income 
earners as a whole community 
that there is an idea. Know 
more about this 
0112784425/0112177462/0
112785381/0112787441/01
12177336
You can find out by calling or 

visiting craftscouncil@sltnet.lk.
Sriyani Alwis
0718014747

Chandramali Liyanage, Director of the National Crafts Council

Sriyani Alwis
Samurdhi Manager

Entrepreneur Development Division
Department of

Samurdhi Development
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Everyone works hard to make 
a living. There is no difference 
between a farm laborer and a 
white-collar worker in an 
institution. The responsibilities 
assigned to them also vary from 
job to job, and the allowances 
and benefits for the labor 
expended on them may vary.

However, any person can 
achieve all these and expect a 
good income. When the 
monthly income is not enough to 
support one's family, the 
alternatives to "living" are 
different.

R. A. Nishantha a resident of 
the Thilakapura Grama 
Niladhari Division in the 
Ambalangoda Divisional 
Secretariat Division in the Galle 
District. was one such young 
man who devoted his labor to a 
shop to make a living, but his 
income was not enough to 
support five members of his 
family. When he talked to a 
relative about the new idea, he 
had the background to enter the 
yogurt industry.

Having some experience and 
equipment, Nishantha was able 
to get the biggest support from 
him to start his new business, as 
his cousin had already started 
the business and had left the 
industry. The first 50-100 sizes 
of yogurt were produced using 
the requested equipment and 
launched in 2012 under the 
name "Lipton Yogurt".

While yogurt products with 
popular names are common in 
the market, it is difficult to get a 
market opportunity for a brand 
new yogurt. He has worked hard 
to make his product available at 
a lower price than the price of 
such yogurts on the market. The 
Lipton Yogurt business was 
started in 2013 and registered 
as a business. Samanthi 
Upeksha Kulasekara and his 
wife have been very supportive 
in doing all this.

The yogurt business, which 
started in 2012 with a 
production of only 100 a day, 
has now grown into four types of 
milk yogurt, jelly yogurt, drink 
packets, and bottled milk. The 
market has expanded to 
produce around 3000-4000 
milk yogurts, about 750 jelly 
yogurts, 3750 packets of drinks, 

and 200 bottles of milk per day. 
The 100 yogurt products were 
then distributed to around 10 
shops and now are sold not only 
in areas such as Ambalangoda, 
Baddegama, Mapalagama, 
Hikkaduwa, Wanduramba, 
Elpitiya, scattered throughout 
the Galle District, but also in 
areas such as Beruwala in the 
Kalutara District.

Nishantha and Samanthi live 
in the same house with their 
parents and their daughter and 
it is their responsibility to do all 
the parenting. Samanthi's 
mother and father receive 
Samurdhi assistance and his 
father was a cattle rancher. 
There were about 25 dairy cows 
at that time and the cattle had to 
be sold due to the age of the 
father. Despite their income, the 
Samurdhi assistance has played 
a vital role in this family unit. As 
a result, the yoghurt business, 
which was started with great 
difficulty, needed to be 
improved, but in the face of 
emerging problems, they did not 
have the working capital to use it 
to increase production capacity.

He obtained a loan of Rs. 
100,000 / - from his mother 
from the Thilakapura Samurdhi 
Bank and used the money to 
develop the business 
accordingly. With that money, 
they were able to buy a Pfizer 
and gradually make more 
products. At present, he has 
obtained a loan of Rs. 500,000 
/ - from Samurdhi Bank and has 
invested in his business and is 
running the business successfully 
making a significant profit. 
Nishantha, Samurdhi 
Development Officer, 
Thilakapura Division, Bank 
Manager, Samurdhi Project 
Assistant Project Manager, 
Ambalangoda Division. He was 
overjoyed to say that providing 
the necessary guidance was the 
backbone of this success.

Initially, the motorcycle was 
transported to the shops in the 
area, but as the daily production 
increased, it became difficult. 
Today it distributes products in its 
own two lorries to stores in the 
aforementioned areas.

The Lipton Yogurt business, 
which has been around for eight 
years, now employs seven 
people, apart from the two 
owners. The specialty is to create 
employment opportunities for 
07 low-income earners in this 
area, including two Samurdhi 
recipients, to support their 
"families". That's where their 
happiness lies. Samanthi said 
with her eyes, not with her 
mouth, that she had brought her 
business to the point where she 
could support not only my family 
but seven other families.

Even more difficult than 
starting and developing a 
business is to keep the progress 
you have made. When asked 
about the measures taken for 
that, he said, "I was the first to 
follow the method of giving 01 
for free if you take 03." Clearly, 
that marketing ploy paves the 
way for market success.

Unlike a regular food product, 
yoghurt production requires 
packaging, , transportation, etc. 
As such, they have overcome 
that challenge and their next 
dream is to move the business to 
a dedicated building. Although 
they have land for this purpose, 
they do not have the money to 
build a building at once, so they 
hope to get a loan under the 
Samurdhi program to make that 
dream a reality. Tilakapura 
Samurdhi Bank is ready to fulfill 
the expectations of the Samurdhi 
Banks' low-interest rate active 
loan program in line with the 
Prosperity Vision Program.

The business of using the 
existing residence and the 
adjoining temporary building 
should be relocated to another 

building as soon as possible as 
there is not enough space 
available to store the existing 
machinery, equipment, and 
products. They will take a loan 
of Rs. 1 million from the 
Samurdhi Bank as soon as the 
loan is being repaid and will 
start the process tomorrow. Mr. 
Buddhika, Samurdhi Project 
Assistant of the Division said that 
the Thilakapura Samurdhi Bank 
will provide bank loans to the 
beneficiaries who are 
controlling dairy farming in the 
surrounding divisions and 
develop dairy farming projects 
and implement a program to 
provide their milk to this place. 
Nishantha is ready to buy any 
quantity of milk he can bring 
and at present he is procuring 
the required raw material and 
other necessities from Colombo, 
Kandy and Galle areas.

Lipton Yogurt will take another 
step forward tomorrow by 
marketing its products healthily, 
providing employment 
opportunities to others, rising 
voluntarily without any debt to 
the homeland. The Samurdhi 
program also seems to be a 
giant shadow, giving them 
encouragement. Nishantha and 
Samanthi, who have bought a 
car for their family's use today, 
will no doubt work for the future 
of not only their children but 
also the future of their children 
in many other families in the 
area. Samurdhi Jayatamba 
brings blessings from the 
bottom of our hearts as we look 
forward to a 'smiling 
motherland' tomorrow.

Lipton Yoghurt
Breathes life to Many
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The Samurdhi Suwa Bojun Hala in 
Irattaperiyakulam, Vavuniya has been handed 
over to the people with the aim of uplifting the 
living standards of low-income women. It was 
held under the patronage of Mr. Dileepan.

The new restaurant in the Erattaperiyakulam 
area of   the Mamaduwa Samurdhi Bank 
Association in the Vavuniya South Divisional 
Secretariat Division was opened thus providing 
economic benefits to many beneficiaries.

Sarath Palihapitiya
Samurdhi Communicator - Bope Poddala.

Concessional loans of Rs. 10,000 / - each 
were given to 30 Samurdhi beneficiaries in 
Magadeniya in the Bope Poddala Divisional 
Secretariat Division at the Magadeniya Nila 
Sevana premises. The Samurdhi Arunalu 
Sahana loan program is being implemented 
under the guidance and direction of the 
Department of Samurdhi Development under 
President Gotabhaya Rajapaksa's Vistas for 
Prosperity program.

Many expeditious loan facilities 
under the Samurdhi Arunalu 

Nanduwage Yasaratne
Samurdhi Communicator - Moratuwa

Another step in the 'Samurdhi Arunalu' 
Arunalu program launched to liberate 
the rural people, especially the Samurdhi 
beneficiaries, from the microfinance debt 
trap was put forward in the lower division 
of the Nochchiyagama Divisional 
Secretariat. During the implementation of 
the Samurdhi Arunalu relief program, it 
was hoped that women in the area would 
not be trapped in small groups again in a 
debt trap.

New official board of Moratuwa 
Samurdhi Association appointed

The new office bearers of the Samurdhi 
Divisional Organization for the year 
2021 in the Moratuwa Divisional 
Secretariat were elected recently. The 
Annual Conference is chaired by the 
Divisional Secretary of Moratuwa D. B.  
Chinthaka was summoned at the 
auditorium. The new official body was 
elected.

G. A. P. Kumara
Samurdhi Communicator 

Nochchiyagama

T. A. Mala Chandani Jayananda
Samurdhi Communicator

Padukka

Vavuniya Samurdhi Suva 
Bojun Hala built at a cost 
of Rs. 3.7 million Opens

S. K. Ariyawansa
Samurdhi Communicator

Vavuniya South

Halpe Gamage Indrani - Samurdhi 
Communicator Sri Jayawardenapura Kotte

The inauguration ceremony of the 
Deyata Eliya National Program in the 
Udubaddawa Divisional Secretariat 
Division was held recently with the 
participation of the Udubaddawa 
Divisional Secretary and its local political 
activists. The future of the program was 
discussed at length at the Udubaddawa 
Pradeshiya Sabha Auditorium and it was 
stated that all will support the success of 
this task of providing electricity to all 
low-income earners.

Account Training for Community Based 
Organizations in Padukka and Pitumpe 
Samurdhi Zones was conducted on 
22.03.20 and 23.03.2021 at Bope Sri 
Sudharmarama Temple and Halpe 
Nagadrishyamana Temples by Accounts 
Coach Anura Priyantha. Bank 
Association Manager, Project Manager, 
Social Development Officer and 
Samurdhi Development Officers of the 
domains participated.

The Department of Samurdhi Development 
organized a consultation program for the 
construction of production villages for 
low-income earners on behalf of several 
Grama Niladhari Divisions in the Sri 
Jayawardenapura Kotte Divisional Secretariat 
Division recently. Beneficiaries of 514 C 
Obeysekarapura, 514 A Welikada West, 514 
D Welikada North and 514 Welikada East 
Divisions selected as Cluster Production 
Villages were briefed at the Bandaranaike 
Pura Community Hall in Rajagiriya. About 60 
members attended the event, despite the busy 
urban environment.

Udubaddawa illuminated by 
Deyata Eliya ...

Nochchiyagama is determined 
not to fall into the 

microfinance debt trap ...

Accounting training for Padukka 
Samurdhi community...

Capital joins Saubhagya Samurdhi 
Production Village Program

R. M. S. K. Bandara
Samurdhi Communication Udubaddawa

Life is about living with what you have 
and enduring what you have lost.
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